TRUMPET VOLX3NTAKT
I should begin to think like this, and whether I should try to
prevent myself from saying so 5 Apparently not). I have lived,
since the war began, in the same house with girls of eighteen
and nineteen. They seemed to be taking life unyouthfufly, or
at any rate without physical enterprise or enthusiasm. I came
to the conclusion that to get up early, to care for nature's amaz-
ing parade, to love eating or drinking out of doors, to bathe,
to go in boats and for walks and even to the other end of the
garden, are pastimes that belong to the middle-aged, to the
forties and fifties—health permitting—and that must be why I
only noticed the difference when I myself reached that age*
The young girls going into the World War appear temporarily
set on a negative course. They do their work well, but their
pleasures and freedoms, so far as I could see without, asking,
consisted of not getting up, not exploring in the rain, not bathing
nor dragging the boat out, not picking flowers nor climbing
hills. I neither could nor should criticize them, because I
know they have been cheated as a generation, cheated of
their fun, and I believe they have minded slightly more than
the young men; and I felt dreadfully apologetic, though I
suppose it was not altogether my fault (please note that
"altogether"!). And indeed, much die same thing happened to
me when I was twenty-four and the last world-war crashed out
over our heads. These girls cannot have their light-hearted good
time prettily decorated with plans for dancing, for holidays, for
new twserviceable dothes (unserviceable in every sense), and
shopping, and lights in the street. Their silk-stocking time. And
perhaps because they know more surely every year of the war
that they will be called up soon, or volunteer soon, to a life of
physical stress and physical adventure and physical hardship, to a
life of danger even, and to utter unselfishness, they were sub-
consciously husbanding their forces, not squandering them, setting
themselves stubbornly against all little minor playtime enterprises.
To go out and walk in the rain, bathe in cold streams and rivers,
exhaust bodies and tire limbs battling against the wind and nature—
why should they call these things fun and adventure, when they are
not fun and adventure any more? Soon enough it will all be
coming to them as reality; then they will do what they must and
do it well Meanwhile, a certain obstinate lisdessness was how I
interpreted their attitude: stay indoors, stay in bed, stay dry, rest,
read, do part of to-day's crossword .., .
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